[Drug resistance in tuberculosis].
The emergence of drug-resistant tuberculosis is one of the main challenges in the global combat against tuberculosis. The objective of the article is to discuss the main causes for emergence of drug resistance, describe the epidemiology of drug-resistant tuberculosis with focus on the situation in Norway and advise on how this should be managed. This review is based on relevant published literature, data from surveillance of the disease in Norway and current national and international recommendations for prevention and control of tuberculosis. Tuberculosis can normally be treated effectively with a standardized combination of drugs for six months. The long duration of treatment is a challenge and incorrect treatment causes development of resistant tuberculosis. The objectives of tuberculosis treatment are to cure the patient, to stop transmission of the bacteria and prevent emergence of drug resistance. The total number of patients diagnosed with multidrug resistant tuberculosis (MDR)-TB in Norway is low, although a threefold increase has occurred in the last decade compared to in previous decades. Most patients were born abroad. Treatment of MDR-TB takes up to two years, is costly and has more side effects. Treatment of MDR-TB is associated with lower cure rate and higher fatality; although in Norway most cases are cured. The global situation also affects Norway. Early diagnosis of infectious cases and close monitoring of patients under treatment, by direct observation of medication, can prevent new cases of MDR-TB.